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Tradeshow
Asia Pacific Maritime 2016 — Asia’s Premier Marine, Workboat & Offshore
Exhibition and Conference

The 14th edition of APM concluded this year. Held from 16 to 18 March with a recorded of 14,954 visitors.
It was a dynamic one-stop platform for the region’s marine, workboat and offshore community with the many
co-located conferences featuring industry heavyweights. A total of 1,521 exhibitors from over 60 countries
and 17 official pavilions across the exhibition hall at Marina Bay Sands, Singapore. BH Global took the
chance to exhibit a wide array of products at the booth from marine lighting solution to infrared cameras and

cyber security kiosks.
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Networking dinner with our partners at AquaMarine (Marina Mandarin Hotel) after day 1 of show.

Jasmin Lim, BH Global’s Assistant Marketing
Manager shared her thoughts on the overall
response of APM 2016, “APM 2016 had been

an effective platform for us to reach out to not
only potential customers but also customers
and suppliers that have been supporting us
for many years. The new concept we have
taken on this year to place our products on
an S-shaped booth structure for maximum
display had been well received by visitors.
Also, we have received a lot of interest in our
SOP range of LED Lightings. I’m glad that the

SOP LED Lightings display at BH Global’s booth

turnout at our booth over the span of 3 days

had been overwhelming. All in all, it was a
good show for us! ”

This year APM 2016 has shown a strong participation of exhibitors and visitors, hopefully we will able to

participate in more shows and get in touch with various trade partners and prominent players.
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“To witness the fruition of the marketing team’s work in planning and organising of APM 2016 paid off with
such positive results; certainly makes all the resources and effort spent worthwhile. I, for one, am really
glad to see that our booth concept has translated from paper to reality in the way that our team has envisioned. Serving successfully as a platform to create a strong brand identity whilst showcasing the organization’s extensive range of product offerings as well as subsidiaries. Will certainly be looking forward to

future tradeshows ahead! “ - Melvin Loh, BH Global’s Booth Representative
“It is encouraging to observe in APM 2016 the rising awareness of cyber security in the maritime industry.
This is particularly important since today’s intrusions have expanded rapidly from just Information Technol-

ogy (IT) to Operation Technology (OT/SCADA/ICS) networks. We see compromised cases in critical structures such as oil rigs, marine vessels to even nuclear and energy plants. For that, we are pleased to meet
interested industry players in our booth, and be able to share with them how Athena Dynamics can contribute to their marine and offshore safety and security.” - Ken Soh, CEO of Athena Dynamics.

BH Global will be showcasing at IMPA Singapore 2016 on the 17th & 18th May at the Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel. Looking forward to seeing you at Booth 30-31.
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Welcoming Omnisense to BH Global Family
ceremony. The ceremony was
inaugurated by their board of directors, together with staffs. Their
lion dance troupe was also present to bless the event in traditional Chinese form, which includOmnisense Systems Pte Ltd de-

ed both the 裁庆 routine and cus-

velops, manufactures and mar-

tomary walk-about the office to

kets advanced night vision, remote sensing and motion control
systems targeting industrial, com-

ployees soaked in the auspicious

mercial and law enforcement ap-

atmosphere.

plications. Core technology fo-

When the lions ended their su-

cuses on real-time operating sys-

perb

performance,

everyone

tems (RTOS), custom IP cores

yield good luck and great fortune.

gathered around the buffet table

and digital signal processing.

The cymbals and gong dictated

for lunch and conversation to get

This Singapore based company

the tempo of the event as the

also undertakes specialized pro-

crowd rallied to the beat of the

jects requiring integrated digital
system builds and highly customized mechanical, hardware &

software development.
Omnisense Systems had recently

to know each other better. Signal-

joined as one of the subsidiary at

ling a good start to cooperation

BH Global Corporation and was

drum. Smooth moves and flaw-

and camaraderie, with a cove-

relocated to our building at No. 8

less execution by the lions enter-

nant of strong friendship for years

Penjuru Lane, Singapore. On

tained

throughout.

to come, the opening ceremony

18th March 2016, Omnisense

Hopes, ambitions and aspirations

ended on a strong promising

Systems had its grand opening

wafted through the air as all em-

note.

the

crowd
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Channel News Asia’s Prime Time News Coverage
of Athena Dynamics
| Ar t i cl e f rom C h a nn el N e ws A si a |

Ken Soh, CIO of BH Global, as well as CEO of Athena Dynamics, shares with CNA on the importance of
cyber security and Critical Infra-structure Protection.

Today’s reality is, due to advanced viruses, more than 90% of enterprises are already unknowingly infected. It was announced recently that 5 commercial carrier organisations have issued the first international
guidelines aimed at reducing the risk of cyberattacks against ships.
Athena Dynamics offers Cyber Attack Vulnerability Tests (CAV Test) via its Good Hackers Alliance group
(GHA). The group comes with deep experiences and know-how in critical infra-structures. It has won
countless world-class competitions yearly since 2010. Its latest credential includes the successful access
to the gate control function of a water dam in just 7 hours of consented hacking from the internet. These

threats are imminent and are very real to infrastructures and critical installations. It is therefore imperative
to address these serious threats before it is too late.

Fi rms , s c h o o ls s t e p u p t o b o o s t ma n p o we r in c y b e r s e c u rit y in du s t ry
As cyber attacks become more prevalent and complex, some are taking steps such as sending their employees for specialised training, as well as reviewing the study curriculum.
SINGAPORE: Companies are finding it hard to fill vacancies for cyber security professionals, even as
cyber attacks become more prevalent and complex. To groom workers with the right skills, some are

sponsoring new staff for specialised training, while schools are taking steps like reviewing their curriculum.
It took just seven hours to hack into and access the door control function of a dam overseas. Fortunately,
this was not a cyber attack, but an exercise conducted by Good Hackers Alliance, a partnership between
two security groups.
One of them, Singapore-based Athena Dynamics, said the incident shows the importance of shoring up
cyber security. Demand for its services has gone up by 30 per cent in the past year, but it finds it hard to
get people with the right skills and can take three months or more to hire staff.

"Threats today are becoming very complicated and they're not easy to detect," said Athena Dynamics'
CEO Ken Soh. "The existing traditional way of resolving all these problems is no longer effective.
"(This applies to) energy, water or even nuclear plants, because they have systems that are very, very
proprietary, and in order to actually understand it and the operations of the whole structure calls for very
deep-dive kind of skills."
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To get around this, the company hires IT graduates and sponsors them for cyber security courses. It also
formed the alliance to better identify vulnerabilities and train staff.
Schools are also stepping up to meet the industry's manpower needs. For example, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) recently announced a S$2.5 million collaboration with an industry partner, BAE Systems, a provider of defence, aerospace and security solutions, to develop advanced cyber security solutions and nurture more specialists in the field.
"Cyber security cannot be an abstract study," said Professor Thambipillai Srikanthan of NTU's School of

Computer Engineering. "It's got to be something that is based on real-life threats and challenges, so with
this sort of collaboration with these partners, we will have access to real-life data, plus problems that they
can investigate. It becomes a very timely and appropriate engagement, particularly for a fast-evolving field
like cyber security."
The professor also said that the university will continue to engage the industry and government agencies
to work on potential problems. Similarly, Nanyang Polytechnic is exposing students to more complex topics.

Third-year Information Security student Glenice Tan said her project mainly deals with web services that
terrorists might use: "Because the Internet is so big, there is some of the private 'Darknet' that is not explored by normal users. This data inside the Internet is actually quite useful for professionals to come into
contact with to see if (they may be involved) in future attacks."
The school also reviewed the curriculum for its diploma programmes, with changes being rolled out in
2016. It also hopes this will help more students pursue a career in cyber security after they graduate.
Said course manager John Lim: "We have created a cyber security focus track, which students are able
to select to specialise in that area."
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Year of Fire Monkey
尾牙

初八 Hamper Giveaway

A tradition that employers host to celebrate the
end of lunar year as a form of appreciation to all

staff for their hard work. All staff were gathered
for a short sharing by Marketing department and
a buffet luncheon for all.

初十一
This spring festival, everyone were soaked into
the festive mood with celebrations in the form of

colourful decorations, riotous lion dances and exAll staff and management

changing of mandarin oranges with well wishes

gathered for a mass ‘Lou

that brings blessings in the coming year.

Hei’ as a tradition which had

Dragon and lion dance troupe clad in neon or-

continued for years. While

ange costumes putting up a series of acrobatic

tossing the shredded ingre-

stunts which symbolises good luck, bringing

dients everyone started to

wealth and treasure all year long.

say ‘auspicious wishes’ out
loud, popularly believed that
the higher it is tossed, reflects the height of growth in
fortune.
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1st Happy Hour—A Creative Night
The first happy hour of the year, put together by our event committee members, HR and IT department.
The relay game involves a lot teamwork, coordination and of course… Creativity!
the last team member who will
need to guess the phrase. This
station has 3 rounds and teams
have to clear all 3 rounds before
moving on.
Station 4: Team leader will randomly pick a type of fruit to eat
Opening Speech by Vincent Lim, CEO.

Station 2: Solving two high-level

(pear, banana, apple or orange).

There were four groups of six

jigsaw puzzles which took Team

The quantity of fruit to eat was

participated:

4 about 15 minutes to complete.

determined

by

the

number

Team 1- Omnisense

shown on the dice, multiplied by

Team 2- Finance

three. Initially, Team 1 was
ahead of all the others however

Team 3- Warehouse

they had to eat a total of 18 apTeam 4- Sales & Marketing

ples which made them at a los-

ing end, Team 2 snatched the
lead and Team 1 ended up as
runner-up.

Station 1: Six strings attached to
a marker, each team member
Station 3: A similar concept to
holds the end of a 1m string all

Pictionary with the category links

together. With the cue of the

to Singapore, food and animals.

game master, team have to con-

Team members ought to stand

trol the marker and write ‘BHG’

in a single file facing the back.

on a piece of paper. Many
Teams managed to clear this
station easily within a minute.

First

person

was

shown

a

phrase and supposed to illustrate out on a paper for the next
person. This continues on until
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Prize Presentation

Consolation Prize: Finance Team

3rd Prize: Sales & Marketing Team

2nd Prize: Omnisense Team

Winner: Warehouse Team

Lucky Draw Prize Recipients

Ken Hing

Lim Eng Eng

Lian Kim Hong

Jenny Yeo, whom spearheaded the team had shared her thoughts on the recent event, “Our Happy Hour
1 for Year 2016 was held on 01 st April 2016, coincidentally the April Fools’ Day. This event was organised

by the HR and IT team with the help of event committee members. We wanted to do something correlates
to April Fools so we came up with ‘Creative Nights’ where games are planned to enhance individuality
creativeness. We have 4 stations in total with each allowing participants to display their imagination, thinking caps and team work. There may have been some miscommunication but overall the flow was still
smooth and sincerely hope everyone enjoyed themselves. Our events will get better and better.”
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Annual General Meeting 2016
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of BH Global Corporation Limited was held on 18 th April 2016 at the
Boardroom of 8 Penjuru Lane. CEO, Mr Vincent Lim shared with the shareholders on the company’s plans
and prospects for 2016 before proceeding with the various Resolutions.
There were a total of seven resolutions to be passed.
One of which was the re-election of following Directors retiring pursuant to Article 104 of the Company’s
Constitution:
1. 1. Mr Alvin Lim Hwee Hong (Executive Chairman)
2. Mr David Chia Tian Bin (Independent Non-executive Director)

Mr Alvin Lim Hwee Hong will,

Another resolution was the re-

company’s accounts and review

upon re-election, continue to

appointment of Messrs Baker

of fiscal information for the past

serve as the Executive Chair-

Tilly TFW LLP as the auditors of

year all within the latest annual

man. Mr David Chia Tian Bin

the Company and to authorise

report.

will, upon re-election as Director

the Directors to fix their remu-

Shareholders were treated to a

of the Company, continue to

neration.

sumptuous buffet and they had

serve as the Chairman of the

This meeting is required by law

a chance to speak to the direc-

Audit Committee as well as a

and are held to give an overall

tors personally. The event end-

member of the Remuneration

status of the organization. It may

ed successfully with more than

Committee. He will be consid-

include the election of board di-

99% for all resolutions.

ered independent for the pur-

rectors, making important busi-

poses of Rule 704(8) of the List-

ness decisions, informing mem-

ing Manual of the Singapore Ex-

bers of previous and future ac-

change Securities Trading Lim-

tivities. All shareholders and

ited.

partners will receive copies of
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Annual Dinner & Dance

| B y B H Gl o ba l E di t ori al Te am |
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